SUBMISSION TO THE PORTFOLION COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON SAFETY AND SECURITY ON THE PROPOSED DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIME INVESTIGATION

Today (28July 2009), the Sowetan newspaper carries an article on a cheque fraud syndicate that has been operating arguably for quite some time and at cross border level. This is but one of the man / organized crimes committed within the borers of South Africa, which has a special investigative unit in the form of the Scorpions. The debate raging on in this country; currently on whether the Scorpions should be closed or rot is not informed by credible, qualitative analysis on their success or failures rather driven by emotions and prejudice.

Every nations is allowed at some point in its life to look at itself, its institutions, policy framework and delivery record, there is then nothing untoward with South Africa looking at its administration of justice' policy framework and the institutions thereof mirror and reflecting on what has worked and not worked and fixing that that has not work.

The current debate around the Scorpions cannot be dealt with in isolation of the entire ac ministration of justice framework and the strength thereof.

The DSO was established in 2001 to investigate high level crimes; it was placed under the control of the National Prosecuting Authority. It was meant to bring the best top criminal investigators, prosecutors, intelligence analyst, forensic and financial experts in one agency.

What we can safely conclude to day is that all of this never materialized, instead the Unit out sourced most of its of investigation, analysis work to private individuals and organization leading to the DSO itself abrogating responsibility. This has led to these private entities and individuals dictating to the Unit, which cases should be handled and how. The outsourcing of security related investigations is in and of itself a threat to national security, as it is almost impossible to ascertain the loyalty of those to whom such investigations have been entrusted. Can we be assured of their loyalty to the state or to the highest bidder, least we forget that one of the -underpinning incentives for these private individuals and or organizations is profit making and not necessarily serving the interest of the state.

The DSO with the current form and content cannot and has demonstrated that it has fully complied with its constitutional mandate. South Africa is currently experiencing high incidents of ATM bombings, heist and corporate fraud, as a citizen I have not seen or heard the role being played by the DSO in addressing these. For all intents and purposes they are suppose to be attending to the cases and giving the public he confidence that these crimes can be contained and dealt with effectively.

South Africa has a plethora of laws that are meant to assist in the fight and combating of crime. We need seamless entity to assist in strengthening this legal framework. However laws are useful only to the extent that they are properly implemented and used by law enforcement officials and the criminal justice system as a whole. The following pieces of legislation need integrated co ordination in order to achieve the successes we wish to have as country:

	Interception and Monitoring Prohibition Act No 127 of 1992


	International Co -Operation in Criminal Matters Act No 75 of 1996


	Proceeds of Crime Ac I. No 76 of 1996


	Extradition Amendme1t Act No 77 of 1996


	Witness Protection Ac No 112 of 1998


	Prevention of Organized Crime Act No 121 of 1998


	Money laundering Control Act


It is in the best interest of South African to understand where we come from with organized rime units. Organized crime units were established as part e f the South African Police in 1993. In 1998, there were 24 or organized crime units engaged in sixty covert projects throughout the country.

The Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) was established in 1992 to provide for the speedy and proper investigation of serious economic: offences using a multi disciplinary approach. The OSEO operated with insufficient staff; this shortage was alleviated with the introduction of the Nation Prosecuting Authority Act that replaced OSEO.

It took this country fifteen (15) years to establish the DSO 'with the purpose of bringing into one line of command, all the different agencies in the fight against crime. The establishment of the DSO was meant to ensure maximum co -operation, and elimination of competition and in -fighting among law enforcement agencies, unfortunately that never came to light. All our law enforcement agencies between the and now have been caught up in turf war and political games that led to the undermining of the agencies and in turn the agencies becoming political football.

If indeed the DSO was effective, why did the President set up the Khampepe Commission'? What is clear from this commission is that there is a need for separation between prosecution and investigation capabilities. The investigation arm of any agency tasked with fighting crime should be with the Police, common sense will dictate. And leave the prosecution with Directorate of Prosecution. The line got blurred between the Directorate of Prosecution and the DSO. Going forward let the new proposed entity have clear lines of demarcation, responsibility and reporting. This new unit has to ensure the operational effectiveness of the police and other relevant agencies.

It is my submission that as we did 15 years ago when we came up with the National Prosecuting Act and later established the DSO, now it is another time for South African to review its effectiveness and propose different interventions. I support the setting up of the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation as part of the overall administration of justice strategy and crime prevention.

Let us , a South Africans look at what is being proposed as an opportunity to get things right and move away from rhetoric, whether it comes from government, news mongers of the media and start to think hard about the way courts treat vulnerable witnesses, about problems caused by ill thought - out sentencing; about why I should be paying indirect tax for securing my home and family when that it's the role of the state, about why we have the kind of police force we have; about why we still perceive our world along racial lines.

In closing, not to repeat the mistakes we made with the DSO, by not holding the agency accountable any candidate eligible for appointment in this new agency, must as matter of cause be conversant with the political climate, have legal knowledge' and experience, intellectual and analytical ability, sound judgment decisiveness and authority. The personal qualities have to include integrity, fairness, humanity and courtesy, etc.

